Tolerance to hyperthermia produced by morphine in rat.
The present study addressed the prevailing notion that the rat develops tolerance only to the hypothermic effect of morphine and not to its hyperthermic effect. Rectal temperatures were measured at different intervals after various test doses of morphine in rats that had been rendered tolerant to morphine antinociception, by daily intraperitoneal injections of 0, 20, or 200 mg/kg morphine, and dependent, as seen by naloxone-produced loss of body weight. The well-known tolerance to the hypothermic effect was confirmed by changes in the dose-response curves for latency to peak hyperthermic response. In the falling arm of the test dose time/effect curve, consistent, clear decreases in morphine hyperthermia were seen. These decreases were proportional to the chronic treatment dose, and occurred in a normal test environment, where acute hypothermic effects were produced by morphine at short test intervals, and in a warm test environment, where no hypothermia was seen. Similar effects were noted when the data were analyzed in terms of area under the time/effect curve for hyperthermia. In the morphine-treated animals, decreased hyperthermia was seen despite serum morphine levels at the time of testing being up to twice as high as those in control rats. It was concluded that substantial tolerance develops to hyperthermia produced by opiates in rats. The previous difficulty in seeing this effect is discussed in regard to the probability that, in naive rats, the effect of morphine shortly after administration of a test dose reflects a summation of two opposing, acute thermic effects. The findings challenge the view that tolerance develops only to the depressant, and not to the excitatory, effects of opiates.